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Abstract
Fog computing has been introduced to deliver Cloud-based services to the Internet of Things (IoT)
devices. It locates geographically closer to IoT devices than Cloud networks and aims at offering
latency-critical computation and storage to end-user applications. To leverage Fog computing
for computational offloading from end-users, it is important to optimize resources in the Fog
nodes dynamically. Provisioning requires knowledge of the current network state, thus, monitoring
mechanisms play a significant role to conduct resource management in the network. To keep track
of the state of devices, we use P4, a data-plane programming language, to describe data-plane
abstraction of Fog network devices and collect telemetry without the intervention of the control plane
or adding a big amount of overhead. In this paper, we propose a software-defined architecture with
a programmable data plane for data telemetry detection that can be integrated into Fog network
resource management. After the implementation of detecting data telemetry based on In-Band
Network Telemetry (INT) within a Mininet simulation, we show the available features and preliminary
Fog resource management based on the collected data telemetry and future telemetry-based traffic
engineering possibilities.
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1 Introduction

Transmission latency for IoT applications such as health monitoring and emergency response
has become crucial in providing reliable and efficient performance. However, due to the
distributed location of IoT devices, some may be far from the core and Cloud networks.
Considering that the latency of data communication is significantly impacted by the distance,
IoT data can experience long propagation delays to reach the Cloud [3]. Besides, the
centralized Cloud data centers often store and process a large amount of data from billions
of IoT devices, the heavy workload can also cause a long processing delay for IoT data. Fog
computing enables the distribution of Cloud services to the edge network, with a closer
location to the devices. Therefore, the round trip latency from devices to the Fog and back
to the devices is shorter. Fog networks are usually lightweight, and several Fog nodes could
be placed at the edge network separately, the possibility of network congestion is lower, by
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distributing data to these Fog nodes. Last but not least, regarding the energy needed to
transmit a byte of data from IoT devices to computing nodes, processing applications expect
that Fog Computing can also reduce the energy consumption in the network [11].

To maintain a high availability and performance of Fog computing, resource provisioning
plays an essential part in network management. These decisions are usually made based
on specific metrics to distribute workload optimally. Factors such as time, energy, user-
application context, etc., have been mentioned in the literature of Fog computing. Since
latency-critical applications have specified a tolerant maximum delay for finishing time, it is
straightforward to provide service and resources according to network delay, i.e. the whole
time for completing a task should be ahead of the deadline of the application. Unlike Cloud
computing where most of the nodes are closely located in the data center, Fog nodes are often
dispersed over the access network, which adds an extra transmission delay among Fog nodes,
and that makes it more difficult for Fog nodes to make offloading decisions. Accordingly, to
fulfill the transmission of Fog data, workload distribution has to take the offloading delay
into consideration, which can be collected by the application of data plane programming
when all nodes are time synchronized.

Integrating a centralized controller into a distributed Fog architecture further facilitates
network management. Given the data telemetry of the Fog network, the controller sends
real-time workload distributing instructions to linked nodes. The implementation of a
centralized control plane assesses all delay factors and with the ultimate goal to fulfill
transmission requirements, avoiding a lack of status information due to an isolated location
in Fog networks.

In the existing literature, the research community has proposed several studies on the delay
analysis of Fog computing, but there are not many discussions on detecting and monitoring
the Fog network state in practice. In [10], mathematical formulas of computation and
transmission delay in Fog computing and one offloading mechanism to optimize the resource
allocation were introduced. Another mathematical model of latency in Fog architecture for
5G cellular networks was proposed in [4]. In [13], a software-defined embedded system for
Fog computing optimization was presented. In [6], the authors proposed a delay-aware path
finding algorithm based on a Software-Defined Network (SDN) framework and OpenFlow
protocol to optimize network routing/rerouting performance.

Following the motivations and the existing research, we propose an architecture using
programmable data planes to collect data telemetry and conduct workload balance, moreover,
with a SDN controller to perform centralized management of the Fog network. We use
queuing delay as the metric for resource management in the architecture. Finally, we create a
simulation of the network monitoring and load balancing in Mininet [8] for a proof of concept.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the data plane monitoring
and the proposed architecture. Section 3 includes the implementation of the simulation in
Mininet and the topology used for the simulation. In Section 4, we present the results of
the collected data telemetry, and finally, in Section 5 we conclude the paper and discuss the
future work.

2 Software-defined managing architecture

In this section, we briefly describe the architecture for data telemetry detection and Fog
resource management. To keep track of the network state, a few protocols have been
used to request and present the real-time state of the network devices, e.g. Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) [12]. In this proposal, we leverage the data plane programming
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language P4 [1] for the devices used in Fog networks (i.e. gateways, switches, and Fog
computing devices, etc.). P4 programs are used to define the pipeline behavior for packet
processing in all the P4 programmable devices and the control plane can manage the data
plane via a control-to-data runtime protocol (P4runtime).

By using P4 programs in Fog networks, specific network telemetry can be collected via
data-plane operations. This is achieved via P4 programming and In-band Network Telemetry
(INT) [7]. The devices create metadata of each packet within the pipeline, therefore, it is
possible to collect internal timestamps when entering and leaving the queues of the pipeline.
Meanwhile, the queue depth metadata changes along receiving and sending packets, which
indicates the current workload of the device.

INT was derived from the Tiny Packet Program (TPP) that embeds programs into
network packets from end hosts to query the state of network switches [5]. Similarly, INT
headers that contain INT instructions and description of the header are added to normal
network packets.

As shown in Figure 1, we define the INT domain which contains all the P4 programmed
INT-capable devices. The process is initiated by the first node in the domain, so-called INT
source, which adds the INT header and the required data telemetry to a particular packet
passing being forwarded. The header can be encapsulated as a payload after several network
protocols (e.g. after TCP or UDP and before payload, etc). The following devices on the
path interpret the instruction contained in the INT header and then add an extra layer of
telemetry data per device with the corresponding state information to the telemetry data
within the packet. After the last device in the INT domain (i.e. the INT sink), the generates
an INT report by encapsulating the packet that has just traversed the network. When the
packet has been cloned in the switch pipeline, the INT sink also removes the telemetry
headers and data to recover the original network packet from and sends it to the receiver.
Therefore the INT sink generates 2 packets, one for the original traffic endpoint (without any
telemetry data attached) and the other as an INT report packet for the telemetry collector.

Figure 1 Illustrating of data telemetry collection in INT-capable P4 devices.
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As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the destination address in the outer network
headers of the INT report refers to the collector where all the INT packets are sent to. The
collector is an endpoint that decodes all the INT header stacks and, in our proposal, stores
delay information and tracks the real-time changes. Furthermore, the collector can make
decisions to distribute the workload among Fog nodes based on the delay information. Thus,
it requires several modules and interaction among different tasks to assemble the collector,
and in this architecture, we use a Software-Defined Network (SDN) controller that integrates
all the modules and comes with the following benefits:

Centralized Fog management: the control plane is separated from the data plane in
Fog networks, the abstraction and control of the network are managed by the controller.
Real-time network management: implementing the SDN controller and a program-
mable data plane in Fog networks enables controllers to modify flow tables in the devices
at runtime.
Flexible application: controller’s network abstraction and shared control-plane software
modules make it easier to program network applications such as routing algorithms and
load balancers in the Fog network.

Figure 2 depicts the abstraction of an example Fog network with the architecture. As
mentioned above, we used a P4 program for the data plane of the devices used in the
Fog network. All of the devices are physically connected with the controller, thus the
controller has direct access to modify the data plane actions of the devices. Historically,
communication between the controller and the devices is achieved by a well-defined application
programming interface (API), OpenFlow [9]. However, in our example, we use P4Runtime
as the protocol between the centralized controller and switches. Using P4Runtime allows
controller configurations to stay both centralized for various switches or work locally within
a single switch (which can not be done using OpenFlow-enabled switches). Having control
planes that can work independently within the same switch and pipeline can help in developing
future applications for data plane telemetry and traffic steering. For instance, a local control
plane can be in charge of small scale monitoring while a centralized control plane can be in
charge of computing new paths using a centralized network view. The tasks can be properly
organized among different controller configurations to achieve better performance.

By sending INT instructions from the controller, the edge gateway a can initiate the
INT process, and the last-hop switch, e.g. top-of-rack (TOR) switch, to the Fog node, will
generate the INT report or vice versa. To follow our future goals of using telemetry data,
the queuing in both directions, as well as processing delay (within the pipeline) in the Fog
nodes, are exposed to the controller, then it can improve traffic forwarding paths following a
path optimization using telemetry data.

To collect the network state, monitoring protocols either create special probe packets
(postcard mode) or add extra headers (integrated into traffic), both methods increase the
overhead of the network. On the other hand, the precision of the detection is dependant on
the frequency of collecting of network state, but frequent detection usually generates more
overhead. In this architecture, we set the INT frequency adjustable considering the trade-off
with overhead, thus, not all the network packets carry the INT header and the results can
describe the network state. Only packets that match specific rules on a table at the beginning
of the pipeline will ever be monitored, leaving the rest of the traffic not tracked.

In this architecture, data telemetry in the network is detected by the centralized accumu-
lator, hence, the SDN controller could also distribute computational resources according to
the real-time network state. Since the INT packets only traverse within the INT domain and
through data plane, end devices and applications in the Fog nodes are unaware of the whole
detecting process.
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Figure 2 All devices in the Fog computing domain are connected to the controller, and all the
INT reports are sent to the controller, thus the controller has the abstraction of the network and
the state of each link and device.

3 Simulation

In this section of the paper, we have tried to demonstrate, within the Mininet simulation
environment, the telemetry capabilities of INT and P4 programmable devices. In Mininet
we set up virtual hosts as nodes that generate and receive packets. P4-compatible BMv2 [2]
software switches are used as programmable switches in the simulations.

In these tests, we have set up 4 switches in between one Fog node (Host 2) and an
end-user (Host 1) to test the time that packets spend in switches’ queues. The first test
shows attempts with continuous ICMP traffic exchange so we can observe a specific period of
the time that packets spend in queues. In the second test, we conduct the same simulation
but test with UDP traffic exchange using iperf. We try to load the switches with a relatively
higher demand for traffic (1 Mbit/s of bandwidth, 1000 bytes per packet) and present the
performance of the switches from queuing delay telemetry. We have to lower the maximum
packet size in the generated UDP stream in order to be able to attach telemetry data to the
network packets (without surpassing maximum Ethernet packet size).

In the last test, we demonstrate the preliminary redirecting of network flow in the
simulation when one switch on the path starts to show poor performance. During the whole
simulation period, Host 1 keeps sending ICMP traffic to Host 2 through the default path:

Fog- IoT 2020
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Figure 3 Simulation topology to monitor traffic between edge switch and end user. This telemetry
data can be reused to update the traffic forwarding at runtime.

switch 1 – switch 2 – switch 3. Then we create the scenario when switch 2 has a descent
of performance by sending interfering traffic from Host 3 to Host 4 through switch 2. The
queuing delay is monitored along with the simulation and after reaching a certain threshold,
i.e. bad telemetry, switch 1 will redirect the ICMP flow to switch n, hence offloading from
switch 2.

As seen in Figure 3, we have used the Mininet emulator to create a virtual network that
connects virtual hosts (Edge/Fog devices) with virtual P4 programmable switches. This
enables us to create custom topologies and test traffic between hosts with a custom network
pipeline. In this way, we have been able to customize the pipeline and track which network
flows we want to monitor. In this case, we have both tracked the ICMP requests from Host 1
(IP=10.0.1.1) to Host 2 (IP=10.0.2.2) and also the specific iperf generated UDP traffic from
Host 1 (iperf client) towards port 4444 on the server. In order to monitor these flows, we
program the tables of the pipeline by defining which parameters of the flows we monitor.
Specifically, fields of IPv4, ICMP and UDP headers.

When we detect a packet from a type of traffic that we have to monitor, we add the
telemetry headers and extract them at the end of the path, sending the whole packet and
telemetry headers to a collector. The data stored by the collector is the preferred data needed
by the controller to, possibly, change traffic flows at runtime.

4 Results

In this part of the paper, we focus on bringing simulation and results for INT monitoring.
As we have set up the environment to monitor the state of P4 programmable switches, now
we present the statistics of telemetry to demonstrate how we can visualize the internal state
of forwarding devices to possibly further use it with traffic engineering purposes.

In Figures 4 and 5, giving the results when the ICMP request packets circulating over S1
and S2 from Host 1 to Host 2, different behavior of both switches are shown. In Figure 4 we
can observe 3 outlining spikes that define a long time of packets within the switch but overall
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Figure 4 Time that packets spent in the queue on Switch 1 for ICMP traffic exchange. Represents
ICMP requests from Host 1 to Host 2.

Figure 5 Time that packets spent in the queue on Switch 2 for ICMP traffic exchange. Represents
ICMP requests from Host 1 to Host 2.

good behavior considering the rest of the data. The switch shows 3 spiking queue delays over
2 ms but an overall correct queue delay. We have a similar result in Figure 5, but this time,
there is an outlining spike at the beginning of the figure and then a few less well-performing
spikes exist in the rest of the figure. ICMP packets are not very demanding for switches so
packets spend a very short time in queues, graphs show an average time of 117 and 187 µs,
respectively. Seeing these average results and Figures 4 and 5 we can observe that S1 has
performed slightly better than S2. As we have not stress-tested the switches, the spikes on
S1 and S2 only refer to the unexpected bad performance that software switches could have.

Looking into Figures 6 and 7, we can demonstrate the ability to monitor and signalize
badly performing moments of the switches. For instance, Figure 6 shows 2 specific moments
when packets experience relatively long queuing time in the switch. The peek in the result
gives a worst-case queuing time for over 2 seconds, which can result in a poor experience for
a realistic latency-critical application that might be harmful. Due to the amount of traffic,
switches need to perform tasks quicker and faster than in the previous case, having specific
bad performing moments.

Similar problems appear in Figure 7, where the worst-case results show a few cases of
1.5 seconds queuing time. Because the BMv2 switch is a virtual switch, it shares some
capabilities with the virtual machine (VM) that hosts the testing process. We can expect a
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Figure 6 Time that packets spent in the queue on Switch 1 for UDP traffic exchange. Represents
packets from Host 1 (iperf client) to Host 2 (iperf server).

Figure 7 Time that packets spent in the queue on Switch 2 for UDP traffic exchange. Represents
packets from Host 1 (iperf client) to Host 2 (iperf server).

few cases that the host VM might affect the switch performance in the simulation process,
like the highest peaks shown in Figures 6 and 7, whereas learning from most other packets,
switches have performed correctly. Besides having a higher amount of traffic compared to
Figures 4 and 5 shows an expected worse performance in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 8 illustrates the queuing delay from switch 1 in the flow redirecting scenario. As
we can see, ICMP flow sent by Host 1 gets received in the queue of switch 1 at around time
17:44:40. The spikes in the queuing delay of switch 1 are mainly caused by the instability of
the software switch used in the simulation. The ICMP flow shows up at switch 2 right after
the moment it leaves switch 1, as given in Figure 9. From time 17:45:20, Host 4 starts the
transmission of interfering flow to switch 2, and the queuing delay shows three significant
increases due to each time the burst of interference. After the last spike at time 17:46:10,
the redirecting threshold is reached and the ICMP flow no longer appears in the queue of
switch 2. Instead, as shown in Figure 10, since time 17:46:10, the flow is redirected to switch
n, indicating the workload has been distributed from switch 2 at runtime.

These tests demonstrate the ability to monitor the switches’ performance in a per-packet
way (in any pipeline we have programmed) and the fundamental workload-distributing ability
based on the collected telemetry. The ultimate goal is to demonstrate how P4 devices and
software-defined management can accelerate data exchange between end-users and Edge/Fog
nodes by monitoring per-flow performance.
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Figure 8 Time that packets spent in the queue of switch 1 for traffic redirecting.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how data telemetry detection using data plane programming
works, and how can software-defined managing architectures fit into Fog computing. Although
SDN technologies have not primarily been focused on Edge/Fog networks, we have seen
more and more researches working in this area. The fact that the SDN data plane has
evolved from the typical OpenFlow switches to P4 programmable ones creates a huge space
for new protocols, data plane telemetry measurement, and network management. We have
also demonstrated how INT-capable P4 switches work within networks, and how to collect
telemetry data, demonstrating with simulations on how to collect per-packet queuing delay.
Furthermore, a preliminary workload distribution based on the collected data telemetry
illustrates how data plane programming can be used in network resource management.
We propose the network managing architecture of this paper to utilize data telemetry for
optimization of Fog network, because we strongly believe that the data-plane operation will
conform to the distributing nature of Fog network. This also enables new traffic engineering
ways of distributing computational resources at runtime. We believe that our work will
lead to new methods that achieve a lower network latency, by altering traffic forwarding

Figure 9 Time that packets spent in the queue of switch 2 for traffic redirecting.

Fog- IoT 2020
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Figure 10 Time that packets spent in the queue of switch n for traffic redirecting.

paths based on real-time network state. Furthermore, this method can offer third party
applications (Inter-SDN controller communication, Time-Sensitive Networks, etc.) to benefit
from it.
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